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We study the asymptotic properties of orthogonal polynomials with Sobolev
inner product
b b X X :f , g s f x g x dm x q l f x g x dn x . .  .  .  .  .  .H H
a a
 4The pair dm, dn is called a coherent pair if there exists nonzero constants Dn
such that
PX x PX x .  .nq 1 n
Q x s q D , n G 1, .n nn q 1 n
 .  .where P x and Q x are the nth monic orthogonal polynomials with respect ton n
dm and dn , respectively. One can divide the coherent pairs into two cases: the
Jacobi case and the Laguerre case. There are two types in each case. We consider
the nth root asymptotics and the zero distribution for the Laguerre case, type 1.
Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, polynomials orthogonal with respect to Sobolev
inner products of the form
m
b  i.  i. :f , g s f g dm 1.1 . H i
ais0
where m , i s 0, . . . , m, are a certain type of complex measures on the reali
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following case:
b b X X :f , g s f x g x dm x q l f x g x dn x . 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .S H H
a a
 .Let S be the nth monic orthogonal polynomial with respect to 1.2 .n
 .For S x , some of the properties can be translated to the context ofn
Sobolev spaces; one can find some results on recurrence relation, location
w x w x w xof zeros, differential formulas, and so on in 2 , 4 , and 5]6 . One can also
w xsee 7 , which constitutes a very recent expository lecture on the subject.
Recently, one tried to consider the special case when dm and dn are
 4  4somehow related. Let P and Q be the monic orthogonal polynomialn n
 4sequences with respect to dm and dn , respectively. The pair dm, dn is
called a coherent pair if there exist nonzero constants D such thatn
PX x PX x .  .nq1 n
Q x s q D , n G 1. .n nn q 1 n
w xThe concept of coherent pair was introduced by Iserles et al. 4 . It has
proved to be very important in the research of Sobolev orthogonal polyno-
w xmials. A complete classification of all coherent pairs has been given in 6 .
It has been proved that one of the measures must be classic Laguerre or
.Jacobi . The complete classification of all coherent pairs of measures with
 .  .support 0, q` up to a constant factor or a linear change of variable is
given by the following:
 . ay1 yx a yxType 1. dm s x y c x e dx, dn s x e dx, with c F 0, a ) 0.
a yx  aq1 yx.  .  .Type 2. dm s x e dx, dn s x e r x y c dx q Md c , with c
F 0, a G y1, M G 0.
w xIn 1 , Bruinsma et al. investigated some properties of S for coherentn
w xpairs. In 5 , it was proved that coherent pairs of type 1 are more regular
than those of type 2; the authors studied the zero location and proved that
 .the n zeros of S are separated by those of Q n G 2 for coherentn ny1
pairs of type 1. This result does not hold for all coherent pairs of type 2.
They also proved that for all coherent pairs the n y 1 extrema of Sn
 . w x w xinterlace with the n y 1 zeros of Q n G 2 . In 8 and 14]15 , theny1
 .authors studied the ratio asymptotic and zero distribution for S x for then
w x  .case when the support is on y1, 1 the Jacobi case . It is the aim of the
present paper to use potential theory to discuss the nth root asymptotic for
 .S x and the zero distribution for the Laguerre case, type 1.n
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state the main
results, and the proofs are given in Section 4. We use Section 3 to recall
some basic properties from potential theory and quote some lemmas
needed.
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2. MAIN THEOREMS
From now on, we only consider the Laguerre case, type 1. That is,
dm s x y c x ay1eyx dx , dn s x aeyx dx , .
 . a . .for c F 0 and a ) 0. Notice that, in this case, Q x s L x , the monicn n
 .Laguerre polynomial and P x the nth monic orthogonal polynomial withn
 . ay1 yxrespect to dm s x y c x e dx. One can find some algebraic proper-
 . w xties for S x when c s 0 in 9 . For the nth root asymptotic behavior andn
a . .the zero distribution for L x , one can see Lemma 3.4. First we give then
 .result for P x .n
THEOREM 2.1. For a ) 0, we ha¨e
1r2 n
`1 12ay1 yxlim sup x y c x e P x dx F . 2.1 .  .  .H n 5n e0nª`
Furthermore, we obtain the following nth root asymptotic:
1 1 2 y t21rn < <lim P 2nz s exp log z y t dt 2.2 .  .(Hn  52n p tnª` 0
w xlocally uniformly in 0, 2 , and
1 2 y x
w xlim m P , 0, x s 2.3 . . (n p xnª`
in the weak-star topology, where
1
m P , B s N : where N is the number of the zeros of P 2nz in B 4 .  .n n n nn
for any Borel set B.
 .For the case of S x , the nth root asymptotic behavior and the zeron
distribution can be given in the following sense.
 .THEOREM 2.2. For S x and a ) 0, the following holds:n
1r2 n
`1 12ay1 yxlim sup x e S x dx F . .H n 5n e0nª`
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Furthermore, we ha¨e
1 1 2 y t21rn < <lim S 2nz s exp log z y t dt . (Hn  52n p tnª` 0
w xlocally uniformly in 0, 2 , and
1 2 y x
lim m S , x s . (n p xnª`
in the weak-star topology, where
1
m S , B s N : where N is the number of zeros of S 2nz in B 4 .  .n n n nn
for any Borel set B.
The proofs of the theorems are given in Section 4.
3. BASICS OF POTENTIAL THEORY
We shall use logarithmic potentials of Borel measures. If m is a finite
Borel measure with compact support, then its logarithmic potential is
defined as its convolution with the logarithmic kernel:
1
mU z s log dm t . .  .H < <z y t
Let E be a closed subset of the real number line. A weight function w on
E is said to be admissible if it satisfies the following four conditions
 .i w is continuous;
 .   . 4ii Cap x g E: w x ) 0 ) 0;
 .   . 4iii Z [ x g E: w x s 0 has capacity zero;
 . < <  . < <iv if E is unbounded, then x w x ª 0 as x ª `, x g E.
We say that w is strongly admissible if
 . qi w is admissible for every q, 0 - q F 1;
 . w xii E is regular, i.e., for all k large enough, E l yk, k is regular
with respect to the Dirichlet problem for its complement on the Riemann
sphere, and
 .iii E_ Z is interval-like.
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 .Let M E be the set of all probability measures m with support
 .  .S m [ supp m ; E and define the weighted energy integral
1
w xI m s log dm z dm t . .  .HHw < <z y t w z w t .  .
Let
w xV E s inf I m : m g M E . 4 .  .w w
 w x.Then the following properties hold cf. 10 :
 .  .i V E is finite;w
 .  .ii there exists a unique m g M E such thatw
I m s V E ; .  .w w w
moreover, m has finite logarithmic energy;w
 .  .iii S m is a compact subset of E;w
 .iv the inequality
Umw z q Q z G F , z g E; .  . w
and the equality
Umw z q Q z s F , z g S m . .  .  .w w
The measure m is called the equilibrium or extremal measure in thew
presence of an external field and
F s V E y Q dm . . Hw w w
We define P as the set of all polynomials with degrees F n andn
1rp
p5 5 < <f [ f dx ,E , p H /E
n s 1, 2, . . . , 0 - p F `. The following lemma is the relation between the
extremal measure, zero distribution, and nth root asymptotic behavior.
w xLEMMA 3.1 11 . Let w be strongly admissible and 0 - p F `. Suppose
 .  4nthat I ; R is a closed bounded inter¨ al containing S m . Let ¨ be aw n, k ks1
triangular scheme of points such that at most a finite number of them lies
 . n  .outside of I for each n. With this scheme, let q x s  x y ¨ .n ks1 n, k
 .Assume that for some p 0 - p F `




1rn < <lim q x s exp log z y t dm t , .  .Hn w
nª`
uniformly on e¨ery compact set of the complex plane disjoint from I, and
lim m q , x s m , .n w
nª`
in the weak-star topology, where
1
 4m q , B [ k : ¨ g B , n s 1, 2, . . . , .n n , kn
for any Borel set B.





 4nwhere N is the number of ¨ that lies outside of I for each n.n n, k ks1
A fundamental theorem in weighted polynomial approximation asserts
 n .  .4that every weighted polynomial w x p x must attain its maximumn
 .modules on S m , i.e.,w
n nw x p x s w x p x , .  .  .  .  .S mn nE w
 . 5 5where S m is the support of equilibrium measure of the set E, isEw
w xthe sup norm. We first quote the following lemma from 12 .
w x  . sr n yx r n  .LEMMA 3.2 12 . For w x s x e , s ) 0, in E s 0, ` , and any
P g P , we ha¨en n
n s yx n
 s.  s.w x P x s x e P x s w x P x , .  .  .  .  . w xa , b , `n n nE , ` E , ` n n
where
 s. 2 2  s. 2 2’ ’a [ m y m y s , b [ m q m y s , .  .n n
 . w  s.  s.xand m s n q s. That is, S m s a , b .n n
 . yxOn the other hand, for the extremal measure of w x s e , we have
w x  . yx w xLEMMA 3.3 12 . For the weight function w x s e in I s 0, 2 , we
ha¨e
F s ylog 2 y 1w
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and
1 2 y x
w xdm x s dx , x g 0, 2 . . (w p x
ay1. .We recall the next lemma for L x .n
w xLEMMA 3.4 12 . For a ) 0 and the nth monic Laguerre polynomial
ay1. . ay1. .L x , at most a finite number of the zeros of L 2nx lies outside ofn n
w x0, 2 for each n and
1r2 n
`1 12ay1 yx ay1.lim x e L x dx s . .H n 5n enª` 0
Furthermore,
1 1 2 y t21rnay1. < <lim L 2nz s exp log z y t dt . (Hn  52n p tnª` 0
w xlocally uniformly in 0, 2 , and
1 2 y x
ay1. w xlim m L , 0, x s . (n p xnª`
in the weak-star topology, where
1
ay1.m L , B s N : where N is the number of .n n nn
the zeros of Lay1. 2nz in B . 4n
for any Borel set B.
We can get a similar result for a sequence of polynomials with L -norm2
less than or equal to 1re.
  . n 4LEMMA 3.5. Let q x s x q ??? be a sequence of monic polynomialsn
 . w xsuch that at most a finite number of the zeros of q 2nz lies outside of 0, 2n
for each n, and, for a ) 0,
1r2 n
`1 12ay1 yxlim sup x e q x dx F . .H n 5n e0nª`
Then
1 1 2 y t21rn < <lim q 2nz s exp log z y t dt . (Hn  52n p tnª` 0
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w xlocally uniformly in 0, 2 , and
1 2 y x
w xlim m q , 0, x s . (n p xnª`
in the weak-star topology, where
1
m q , B s N : where N is the number of the zeros of q 2nz in B 4 .  .n n n nn
for any Borel set B.
 .  .m  .  .mq nProof. Consider the monic polynomial r t [ 2nt q 2nt r 2n ,n n
where m is a constant such that 2m y a q 2 ) 0. We get
m
2nt q 2nt .  .2 nynte dtH mq n mqn2 n0
1 2 yn t ms e t q 2nt dt .H nn n2 n 0
1 4n yt r2 ms e t q t dt .H nnqmq1
02n .
1 4n yt r2 ay1.r2 myay1.r2s e t q t t dt .H nnqmq1
02n .
1r2 1r21 4n 4 n2yt ay1 2 myaq1F e t q t dt t dt .H Hnnqmq1  5  5
0 02n .
1r22 myaq21r2
`1 4n .2yt ay1F e t q t dt . .H nnqmq1  5  52m y a q 202n .
Then
1rnm
2nt q 2nt .  .2 nyntlim sup e dtH mq n mqn 52 n0nª`
1r2 n
`1 2yt ay1F lim sup e t q t dt .H n .  5nqmq1 rn
02nnª`  .
1r2 n2 myaq14n .
=  52m y a q 1
1r2 n
`1 1 1 1 12yt ay1s lim sup e t q t dt s ? s . .H n 52 n 2 e 2 e0nª`
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 .  .Notice that q x has the same zero distribution as r x ; according ton n
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we have
1 2 y x
lim m q , x s . (n p xnª`
in the weak-star topology. Also,
1 2 y t21rn < <lim r z s exp log z y t dt . (Hn  5p tnª` 0
w xlocally uniformly in 0, 2 ; i.e.,
1 1 2 y t21rn < <lim q 2nz s exp log z y t dt . . (Hn  52n p tnª` 0
For the relation between the L -norm and L -norm, we quote2 `
w x  4` 1r nLEMMA 3.6 11 . For a ) 0, there is a sequence M , lim M s 1,n 0 nª` n
such that, for any p g P ,n n
ay1.r2 yx ay1.r2 yxx e p x F M x e p x , .  .n n nE , ` E , 2
w xwhere E s A, B , and A ) 0.
 .For the zero location of P x , we can see the following.n
w x n. n. n.  .LEMMA 3.7 3 . Let x - x - ??? - x be the zeros of P x and let1 2 n n
nq1. nq1. nq1. ay1. .h - h - ??? - h be the zeros of L x . Then1 2 nq1 nq1
h nq1. - x n. - h nq1. - x n. - ??? - x n. - h nq1. .1 1 2 2 n nq1
 .Finally, we state some special properties for S x .n
w x  .  .LEMMA 3.8 5 . The n zeros of S x are separated by those of Q x sn ny1
s .  .  .L x n ) 3 .ny1
w xLEMMA 3.9 5 . For n G 1, it holds that
P x P x S x S x .  .  .  .nq1 n nq1 nq D s q d ,n nn q 1 n n q 1 n
where
 :P , P dmn n
d s D ,n n :S , S Sn n
 : ` 2 .  .and P , P s H P x dm x .dmn n 0 n
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4. PROOFS
Now, we are in a position to prove the theorems.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. According to the minimality property
` ` 2ay1 yx 2 ay1 yx ay1.I [ x y c x e P x dx F x y c x e L x dx .  .  .  .H Hn n n
0 0
` `2 2a yx ay1. ay1 yx ay1.s x e L x dx y c x e L x dx .  .H Hn n
0 0
s I n y cI n . 4.1 .  .  .1 2
 .We first estimate I n . From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6, we obtain1
` 2a y2 x ay1.I n s 2 x e L 2 x 2 dx .  .  .H1 n
0
` 2aq1 a y2 x ay1.s 2 x e L 2 x dx .H n
0
2aq1 a r2 yx ay1.s 2 x e L 2 x .  .0, ` , 2n
2aq1 a r2 yx ay1.F 2 x e L 2 x .  .0, ` , `n
2aq1 a r2 yx ay1.
a r2. a r2.s 2 x e L 2 x .  .a , b , `n n n
2aq1 ay1.r2 yx ay1.a r2. a r2.5 5 a r2. a r2.F 2 x x e L 2 x .  .a , b . , ` a , b , `nn n n n
2aq1 2 ay1.r2 yx ay1.a r2. a r2.5 5 a r2. a r2.F 2 x M x e L 2 x .  .a , b . , ` a , b , 2n nn n n n
2aq1 a r2. 2 ay1.r2 yx ay1.F 2 b M x e L 2 x .  .0, ` , 2n n n
` 2a r2. 2 ay1 yx ay1.s 2b M x e L x dx .Hn n n
0
s 2ba r2.M 2I n . .n n 2
 .Together with Lemma 3.4 and 4.1 , we have
a r2. 2< < < <I s I n q c I n F 2b M q c I n . .  .  .n 1 2 n n 2
Thus,
1 1
1r2 nlim sup I F .nn enª`
 .  .This is inequality 2.1 . Next, we shall use Lemma 3.5 to prove 2.2 and
 .2.3 .
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 .If c - 0, from 2.1 ,
1r2 n
`1
ay1 yx 2lim sup x e P x dx .H n 5n 0nª`
1r2 n
`1 1
ay1 yx 2F lim sup x y c x e P x dx .  .H n 5n c 0nª`
1 1
1r2 ns lim sup I F . 4.2 .nn enª`
 . a . .If c s 0, P x s L x , from Lemma 3.4,n n
1r2 n
`1 1
a yx 2lim sup x e P x dx F . 4.3 .  .H n 5n e0nª`
Also, from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7, we know that at most a finite number of
 . w x  .  .zeros of P 2nz lies outside 0, 2 for each n. Combining 4.2 or 4.3 withn
 .  .Lemma 3.5, we have 2.2 and 2.3 .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We first prove that
< <1r nlim sup D F 1.n
nª`
 .From 2.3 ,
1 2 y t
w xlim m P , 0, t s , . (n n p tnª`
in weak-star topology. Note that
XP 2nz 1 1 1 2 y t . 2 2n w xlim s lim dm P , 0, t s dt . (H Hn nP 2nz z y t p z y t tnª` nª` . 0 0n
w x  .locally uniformly in C_ 0, 2 . Together with 2.2 , we obtain
1 1 2 y t21rnX < <lim P 2nz s exp log z y t dt . 4.4 .  .(Hn  5n p tnª` 0
From the definition, we get
n
X XD P x s nQ x y P x . .  .  .n n n nq1n q 1
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 .Setting x s 2nd d - 0 , then
n
X XD P 2nd s nQ 2nd y P 2nd . .  .  .n n n nq1n q 1
Define
1 1 2 y t2
G z s exp dt . . (H 5p z y t t0
 .  . a . .We get, from 4.4 , Lemma 3.4, and Q x s L x ,n n
n
X XD P 2nd F n Q 2nd q P 2nd .  .  .n n n nq1n q 1
nnF n 2n b q G d .  .
nq1n nnq1q 2n q 2 b q G d ; .  /n q 1 n q 1
for each b ) 0, there is an N , such that the inequalities on the line above0
are satisfied for n G N . Thus, we find0
1 1rnXlim sup D P 2nd F G d .  .n n2nnª`
 .after we let b ª 0. Then, from 4.4 , we have
< <lim sup D G d F G d , .  .n
nª`
i.e.,
< <lim sup D F 1. 4.5 .n
nª`
From Lemma 3.9, we have
n q 1 n q 1
u [ S x q d S x s P x q D P x , .  .  .  .nq1 nq1 n n nq1 n nn n
and thus, using the connection formula for the orthogonal polynomials in
the situation of a coherent pair, we also find
uX x s n q 1 Q x s n q 1 La . x . .  .  .  .  .nq1 n n




ay1 yx 2x y c x e u x dx .  .H nq1 /0
1r22
` n q 1
ay1 yxs x y c x e P x q D P x dx .  .  .H nq1 n n /n0
1r2
`
ay1 yx 2F x y c x e P x dx .  .H nq1 /0
1r2
`n q 1
ay1 yx 2< <q D x y c x e P x dx . .  .Hn n /n 0
 .From Theorem 2.1 and 4.5 ,
 .1r2 nq1`1 1
ay1 yx 2lim sup x y c x e u x dx F . 4.6 .  .  .H nq1 /2 n q 1 e . 0nª`
 .Then, according to the minimal property for S with respect to 1.2 ,n
`
ay1 yx 2x y c x e S x dx .  .H nq1
0
` ` 2Xay1 yx 2 a yxF x y c x e S x dx q l x e S x dx .  .  .H Hnq1 nq1
0 0
` ` 2Xay1 yx 2 a yxF x y c x e u x dx q l x e u x dx .  .  .H Hnq1 nq1
0 0
` ` 2ay1 yx 2 a yx a .s x y c x e u x dx q l x e n q 1 L x dx. .  .  .  .H Hnq1 n
0 0
 .So, from 4.6 and Lemma 3.4,
 .1r2 nq1`1 1
ay1 yx 2lim sup x y c x e S x dx F . 4.7 .  .  .H nq1 /2 n q 1 e . 0nª`
Together with
` `1
ay1 yx 2 ay1 yx 2x e S x dx F y x y c x e S x dx , .  .  .H Hnq1 nq1c0 0
for c - 0,
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we have
 .1r2 nq1`1 1
ay1 yx 2lim sup x e S x dx F , 4.8 .  .H nq1 /2 n q 1 e . 0nª`
 .for c - 0. If c s 0, from 4.7 , we have
 .1r2 nq1`1 1
a yx 2lim sup x e S x dx F . 4.9 .  .H nq1 /2 n q 1 e . 0nª`
 .  .Thus, from either 4.8 or 4.9 , Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, we complete the
proof of the theorem.
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